
Your Trusted Guide for
Google Meet Products and Services
Collaboration is essential to propelling an organization forward. Connect from 
anywhere with Google Meet hardware and software supported by Promevo. 
Google Meet bridges the gap between your business and those who matter most to 
solve problems and accomplish goals at greater efficiency. Using the highest level of 
security/compliance standards and leading AI technology, Google Meet and its 
devices empower communication. 

As a trusted Google partner, Promevo will guide your organization as you learn how 
to use Google’s tools to connect, collaborate, and celebrate from anywhere.

Meet Powered by AI Technology:

 Auto framing - Camera zooms in on meeting participants when they are   
 speaking, automatically. 
 TrueVoice™ - Distributes studio-grade audio, noise cancellation to   
 remove distracting sounds, and detection and amplification of human   
 voices anywhere in the room.
 Hands-free “Hey Google” - Voice controls let you join and leave video   
 meetings with your voice. Dial phone numbers and control other   
 functions with a simple command. 



Google Meet Features and Devices 
Enhance Video Conferencing Experiences

Intelligently Designed Hardware

Google Series One Hardware 
Reliable, easy-to-use Google Meet hardware for personal 
desktops and conference rooms. Choose screens and room 
kits to best fit your needs. 

Diverse Partner Ecosystem
Choose from Asus, Logitech, and Lenovo video conferencing 
devices and peripherals designed for Google Meet. Optimize 
meeting rooms with compatible devices for an enhanced and 
meeting experience for attendees.

Join Meetings in One Click
Quickly access and join meetings with deep Workspace 
integrations. Simply tap the controller or device screen to 
join. Upload all room information so meeting details are 
available. Wireless presentation and screen sharing to 
collaborate with participants across the world.

Protect Your Connection with Leading Security
Proactive anti-hijacking measures keep meetings secure. 
All video and audio data is encrypted automatically. 
Organizations maintain ownership of their data, not Google. 
Protect meeting information with  interlocking, multilayered 
security for hardware, firmware, OS and browser. 

Encourage Team Engagement
Incorporate tools and features to encourage engagement 
and reduce the screen barrier. Team members can 
collaborate using features including:
 Raise Your Hand
 Cast Votes in Polls
 Post Questions during Q&As
 Chat Communication during Meeting 

Enterprise Scale Capabilities
Take advantage of large-meeting capabilities with up to 250 
participants without additional add-ons. Host events, 
all-hands meetings, training, and more for up to 100,000 
livestream viewers in an organization. Once recorded, store 
livestreams on Google Drive for reviewing and sharing at a 
later date. 

Connect Across Workspace Apps
Google Meet integrates with Gmail, Chat, Calendar, Slides, 
Docs, Sheets, and Drive. Increase productivity by spending 
less time finding and toggling between apps.

From evaluation through purchasing, installation and 
training, Promevo is here to guide you through your 
Google Meet journey. Ready to get started?  

Contact us at salessupport@promevo.com

Let Promevo Guide You


